A. Duie Pyle Grows Guaranteed Expedited Shipping Service by 30 percent

Pyle Priority Service guarantees time sensitive shipments with 99.6 percent on-time delivery rate in 2015
WEST CHESTER, Pa – March 17, 2016 – A. Duie Pyle (Pyle), the premier leader in asset and non-assetbased transportation and supply chain solutions in the Northeast, announces steady growth in its
guaranteed expedited shipping solution, Pyle Priority Service (PPS). Thus far in 2016, Pyle has shipped
close to 15,000 shipments with Pyle Priority, a year over year increase of more than 30 percent. Pyle
Priority guarantees on-time service for time-sensitive shipments, with an on-time rate above 99.6
percent in 2015.
“In today’s business environment more customers are employing just-in-time supply chains and the
need for time-specific delivery service is expanding rapidly. With simple rates at an economical price
point, Pyle Priority guarantees reliable service for time-sensitive shipments,” said Randy Swart, COO of
A. Duie Pyle. “Companies put their reputations on the line with every shipment they send. By leveraging
our already reliable Northeast regional network of 22 strategically located direct-load service centers,
Pyle Priority Service provides customers with extra peace of mind when it’s needed most.”
When selecting Pyle Priority Service, customers can choose between a guaranteed delivery before 10
a.m., 12 p.m., or 5 p.m. For a more customized experience, Pyle Guaranteed Express service (GEX)
allows customers to choose an exact delivery time, including weekends and holidays.
In 2015 Logistics Management Magazine’s Quest for Quality Awards named Pyle the top regional carrier
in the country in the Expedited Motor Carrier category for its guaranteed shipment service, Pyle Priority
Service.
For more information on A. Duie Pyle, visit www.aduiepyle.com.
About A. Duie Pyle
A. Duie Pyle is the Northeast’s premier transportation and logistics provider with extended Less-ThanTruckload (LTL) service coverage through established partnerships into the Southeast, Midwest, Canada
and the Caribbean. A family-owned and operated business for more than 92 years, A. Duie Pyle provides
a complete range of integrated transportation and distribution services supported by 22 transportation
service centers and nine warehouses strategically located throughout the Northeast region. A. Duie
Pyle’s CSG (Customized Solutions Group) provides a variety of asset and non-asset based supply chain
solutions, including specialized truckload services through Pyle’s extensive transportation resources and
its Brokerage division. The Warehousing & Distribution Division consists of more than 2.2 million square
feet of public and contract warehousing space at nine locations in Delaware, Massachusetts, New Jersey
and Pennsylvania, supported by Pyle’s commercial transportation company as well as their dedicated
and quasi-dedicated fleet operations. A. Duie Pyle’s flexibility, depth of resources and diverse
capabilities enable Pyle customers to source and seamlessly integrate multiple supply chain solutions
with a single point of accountability.
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